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FOREWORD
Resettlement consists of settling, in the definitive host country, those persons who have been recognized 

as refugees by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in a first country where the 

reception is precarious and cannot be made permanent. An essential component of international protection, 

this mechanism is faced with two challenges: the multiplication of crises that give rise to forced displacement 

and the inadequate response on the part of States.

The reception of resettled refugees has not always been an issue on which everyone is agreed. Objections 

invoked are the saturation of the accommodation facilities – it is already difficult to welcome those asylum-

seekers who have already arrived – how, then, can we receive others? The selective nature of the process is 

also called into question – why some rather than others?

And yet the burden is far greater for the first receiving countries (the number of Syrian refugees in Lebanon 

represents the equivalent of more than a third of the country's entire population) and it is incumbent 

upon solidarity among States to share the responsibility to protect refugees. Moreover, selection concerns 

vulnerable people who require particular attention.

Europe-wide, 18 States are involved in efforts to resettle refugees. After having received numerous refugees 

in the 1980s from South-East Asia, in 2008 France signed a framework agreement with UNHCR providing for 

the examination of around one hundred applications for resettlement per year. 

The reception programmes are generally set up in such a way as to involve all the relevant local stakeholders, 

including many municipalities and associations. In order to encourage and facilitate exchange among the 

actors at the national level of each programme as well as at European level, the SHARE programme was 

launched in 2012 by UNHCR, the International Organisation for Migration (IOM) and the European bureau 

of the International Catholic Migration Commission (ICMC). The objective of this programme is to build a 

European network of cities and regions that are receiving resettled refugees. Members of this network are 

civil society bodies involved in the policies of reception and integration of migrants and refugees.

The SHARE network is a member of the European Resettlement Network (ERN), which supports the 

development of resettlement in Europe by creating links among the different stakeholders. It brings together 

organizations and persons working in the field of resettlement and involved with integration policies and 

practices at various levels and in a variety of sectors during all the different stages of the resettlement process.

As national focal points for the ERN network, France Terre d'Asile and Forum Réfugiés-Cosi have in 2013 and 

2014 organized several meetings of institutions and providers of resettlement services in France in order to 

facilitate the sharing of information and good practices. These meetings have made it possible to put in place 

a cooperative framework among organizations that host resettled refugees and to initiate a study of five 

reception schemes. 
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In addition, the exceptional reception scheme for Syrian refugees set up by France in 2014 made it possible 

to initiate new practices at the national level.

These recent developments have made it possible to lay down a framework for taking stock of the state 

of affairs concerning resettlement in France. This report provides an analysis of the mechanisms for 

implementing the scheme in question, at each of its stages, and suggests pathways for reflection on how to 

improve the effectiveness of the French resettlement programme.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

AMIF   Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund

ASD   Association de soutien de la Dordogne (Dordogne support association)

ASE   Aide sociale à l’enfance (social assistance to children)

CAF   Caisse d’allocations familiales (family benefit office)

CAI   Contrat d’accueil et d’intégration (reception and integration contract)

CMU / CMU-C  Universal sickness cover / Supplementary universal sickness cover

CPAM   Primary medical insurance office

CPH    Centre provisoire d’hébergement (temporary accommodation centre)

DNA   Dispositif national d’accueil (National reception plan)

Elipa   Enquête longitudinale sur l’intégration des primo-arrivants (longitudinal survey of  

   newcomers)

ERF   European Refugee Fund

ERN   European Resettlement Network 

EU   European Union

ICMC   International Catholic Migration Commission

IOM    International Organisation for Migration

MAE   Ministère des Affaires étrangères et du développement international (Minister for  

   Foreign Affairs and International Development)

OFII   Office français de l’immigration et de l’intégration (French office for immigration and  

   integration)

OFPRA   Office français de protection des réfugiés et des apatrides (French office for the   

   protection of refugees and stateless persons)

Pass   Permanence d’accès aux soins de santé (health care access help desk)

RSA   Revenu de solidarité active (solidarity income)

UNHCR   United Nations High Commission for Refugees
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The permanent resettlement programme in France was established relatively recently (2008), but France 

has received resettled refugees on numerous occasions since the end of the Second World War. Seven years 

after the permanent programme was put in place, the experience gained by the organizations involved in 

the reception and follow-up of resettled refugees makes it possible to conduct an analysis of resettlement in 

France and to make a number of observations.

This report is intended to offer an overview of resettlement in France in 2013 and 2014, through an analysis 

focused mainly on the different aspects of the permanent resettlement programme, from the selection of 

refugees in the country of first refuge to their integration into French society. The report is also interested in 

the exceptional reception programme for Syrian refugees.

The analysis and recommendations made here are based on a survey conducted by France Terre d'Asile 

and Forum Réfugiés-Cosi among all the organizations involved in implementing the reception of resettled 

refugees, as well as on the experience of the two organizations issuing the report. The survey was conducted 

by means of a questionnaire completed by the five organizations operating the national resettlement 

programme, and focused on the profile of the families received in 2013-2014, the reception conditions for 

these families, access to international protection, access to a Reception and integration contract, access to 

rights, family reunification, creation of reception schemes as well as the refugees' own impressions of their 

trajectory in France and their personal and professional plans. In all, the survey covered the situation of 

74 households who arrived in 2013 and 2014, representing a total of 230 people.

A.	 What	is	refugee	resettlement?

"While UNHCR's primary purpose is to safeguard the rights and well-being of refugees, our ultimate goal is 

to help find durable solutions that will allow them to rebuild their lives in dignity and in peace1 ": this is how 

the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) defines his mission to offer refugees durable 

solutions, which includes resettlement.

1  HCR website, page entitled "Durable solutions". IHCR website, page titled "Durable solutions"

I. INTRODUCTION
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Resettlement is intended to transfer refugees from the country of first refuge to a third country. The receiving 

country promises UNHCR that it will grant them legal and physical protection, permanent resident status, 

and all the civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights following on from that status. In due course, 

the resettled refugees must be eligible for naturalization.

Resettlement fulfils three objectives, each of equal importance:

1. Resettlement	constitutes	an	instrument	of	protection:	it provides individual protection to refugee 

individuals or families whose needs are immediate and specific. As a supplement to other forms of 

refugee protection, resettlement represents a system that is complementary to the asylum system 

already in place in the various States, and does not in any way seek to replace it.

 2. It	offers	a	durable	solution	to	refugees.	It is used in cases where refugees cannot be voluntarily 

repatriated and have no prospect of a lasting integration in the country of first refuge.

 3. It	is	an	effective	tool	of	solidarity	and	for	sharing	the	burden	and	responsibilities	among	different	

countries, to the extent that the resettlement States can help relieve the countries of first refuge.

The UNHCR provides for the resettlement of the most vulnerable refugees, among whom eight priority 

groups have been identified2:

• Refugees needing legal and physical protection

• People with no prospects of integration locally

• Survivors of violence or torture

• Women and girls at risk

• Refugees with medical needs

• Family reunification

• Elderly refugees

• Children and teens at risk

In 2013, 44% of the applications received worldwide were from people needing legal or physical protection3.

In June 2015, UNHCR estimated its total resettlement needs at 1,153,296 persons worldwide, representing 

an increase of almost 22% over the previous year, and of 66% over 2014. Among these refugees, 37% were 

of Syrian nationality and 32% were in a Middle Eastern or North African country4. Of these 1,153,296 people, 

UNHCR estimates that 111,397 need to be resettled in 2015. However, despite the efforts of UNHCR to develop 

new resettlement programmes, the number of places offered by the receiving countries has not increased: 

2 UNHCR Resettlement Handbook, revised edition, July 2011.
3 For all the figures: UNHCR Projected Global Resettlement Needs 2016, June 2015.
4 Ibidem.
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in 2015 there were approximately 80,000 places distributed across 29 countries. In 2014, 14 countries of 

the European Union (EU) offered around 7,000 places. In addition to these "permanent" programmes, there 

are "ad hoc" programmes reserved for specific populations in times of crisis. For example, 28 countries 

offered more than 85,500 places (resettlement, humanitarian admission, visa programmes, study grant 

programmes, family reunification, etc.) to Syrian refugees in Middle Eastern countries, in addition to which 

commitments without specific figures were made by a number of countries (Argentina, Brazil, United States, 

United Kingdom, Switzerland)5.

B.	 The	SHARE	Project,	The	European	Resettlement	Network	

Since March 2012, the "SHARE" network has developed a network of regions, cities and their civil society 

partners involved in or committed to the resettlement, integration and protection of refugees. Coordinated 

by the ICMC and active annually in 18 European countries, the SHARE network has built durable relationships, 

disseminated good practices, developed capacity, created partnerships and strengthened the commitments 

made to protect refugees. The activities of the SHARE network offer opportunities for structured dialogue, 

exchange of practices and networking among cities, regional actors and NGO partners as well as between 

countries with experience in resettlement and countries planning or envisaging participation in resettlement.

As an integral part of the European Resettlement Network coordinated by ICMC, UNHCF and IOM, SHARE 

promotes the participation of local and regional actors in the network, and offers visibility to the local and 

regional dimension of resettlement in Europe and to general discussions and developments in the area of 

resettlement.

C.	 The	role	of	cities	in	resettlement

Within the SHARE network, discussions with cities and regional actors have shown their solid commitment to 

protect and defend the fundamental rights of persecuted people, their willingness to express their solidarity 

with people in need and their determination to offer protection to the most vulnerable refugees in the 

world by means of resettlement. In parallel, the global financial crisis continues to present major challenges 

to the capacity of local and regional authorities to respond to the needs of their citizens, of asylum seekers 

and others, not only as regards housing and access to rights and services but also in terms of fulfilling their 

aspirations.

  5 UNHCR, Resettlement and other forms of admission of Syrian refugees, 15 April 2015.
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ICORN:	mobilisation	of	cities	to	receive	persecuted	artists

ICORN (International Cities of Refuge Network) brings together some fifty cities, mainly in 

Europe, which receive a number of persecuted writers each year. Writers are to be understood 

in the broadest sense of the term, since the cities welcome bloggers, cartoonists, journalists 

and scriptwriters, and some of the cities in the network have also received musicians, such as 

Göteborg, Sweden, which received a Palestinian rapper in 2013. In 2014, the network officially 

decided it would henceforth also include other artistic disciplines. The network, the successor 

to the International Parliament of Writers, was created in 2006 at the initiative of the city of 

Stavanger, Norway, where its administrative centre is located. The members of the ICORN network 

undertake to guarantee the conditions necessary for the personal safety and secure working 

conditions of writers whose creativity is the reason for their persecution. 

The Norwegian team that leads the Network handles all applications from writers seeking refuge 

in a participating city and then passes them on to the various cities in the network depending 

on the match between the reception available and the candidates' profile. Each city receives 

several applications and is in charge of making the final selection. The cities in the Network meet 

annually to share their experiences and exchange good practices. The cities generally welcome 

one writer at a time for a period of two years: where the hosting and assistance period is set at 

one year, this is often renewable for an additional year. Several cities have made an exception 

to this rule by accepting two artists during the same period, usually in order to offer refuge to a 

writer and a musician. 

The City of Paris became a member of the ICORN network in January 2011 and to date has 

hosted two artists: Mana Neyestani, an Iranian writer and cartoonist, in 2011, and Najati Tayara, 

a Syrian writer and artist, in 2013. The General international relations delegation of the City 

of Paris is responsible for hosting the artists, in partnership with the Directorate for Cultural 

Affairs. For the purposes of carrying out the ICORN mandate, it draws on support from various 

other directorates of the city. The Paris city administration (Mairie) takes charge of the minimum 

conditions for reception, namely, the beneficiary's travel to Paris, a studio/accommodation at the 

Cité internationale des arts in Paris, insurance and transport costs as well as a monthly allowance. 



The two artists hosted to date came to France with a temporary stay visa before filing an asylum 

application once they arrived in France. Both have been granted refugee status. As well as providing 

for reception and promoting integration, the Paris city administration looks after the artistic and 

cultural accompaniment of the artists in order to enable them to resume their activities and 

gain access to the French cultural network. Thus, Mana Neyestani, one of the beneficiaries of 

the programme, was able to participate in several collective exhibitions and literary salons from 

2011 to 2013, and several of his drawings were published in French newspapers. He has already 

published two books in France.

The reception scheme lasts one year and is renewable for one additional year. Mana Neyestani 

and Najati Tayara both received support for two years. The Paris city administration decided 

to assist the artists it hosts for two years, taking the view that one year was not sufficient to 

guarantee successful integration and cultural assistance. When the artists exited the scheme, the 

contact and cultural support were maintained between them and the Paris city administration.

The City of Paris reinforced its cooperation via ICORN with Mexico City, which together with 

Oaxaca, also in Mexico, is the only non-European city of refuge. On 2 June 2015, Paris and Mexico 

City organized a meeting on the topic of capitals of exile, one of the aims of which was to draw 

on the expertise and experience of those two cities to mobilize Latin American and French cities 

to join the ICORN network. The network plans to expand to cities around the world, the sole 

condition being that they have the technical resources necessary for implementing it as well as 

real political willingness to become a city of refuge.

The need to keep local and regional actors engaged is all the greater at a time when global needs for protection 

are on the increase. In 2014, the number of displaced people around the world exceeded 50 million for the 

first time since the end of the Second World War. Moreover, the Syrian conflict, which has been going on 

for a very long time, means that durable solutions need to be found quickly for refugees from that country, 

including under resettlement schemes.
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Many countries, including France, responded rapidly and positively to the appeal by the United Nations High 

Commissioner for Refugees to receive 130,000 Syrian refugees during the period between 2013 and 2016. 

But while national authorities are responsible for putting in place resettlement and humanitarian admission 

programmes, local and regional authorities along with civil society play a central role in the welcoming 

and integration of refugees after their arrival in Europe. The success of the resettlement and humanitarian 

admission programmes thus depends on the expertise of these partnerships, on the local capacity they 

can develop for receiving and supporting resettled refugees, their inclusion in general discussions on 

resettlement, and their political support for the protection of refugees at local, national and European level.

Welcoming	refugees	from	Indochina	in	the	13th	district	of	Paris	and	 
the	birth	of	a	"Chinese	quarter"	

The 1975 victories of the Communist regimes in Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos and the repressive 

systems that were instituted there drove more than three million people into exile. Given the 

absence of an asylum system in the neighbouring countries and the difficulty of the latter to 

receive all the refugees, Western countries, including France, quickly stepped in to resettle these 

refugees. More than 130,000 refugees from Indochina arrived in France starting in 1975. The 

context was not propitious for such a move, what with the rise of mass unemployment and a 

hardening of immigration policies. Nevertheless, the mobilization of France received widespread 

support, including from many intellectuals and politicians such as the mayor of Paris at the time, 

Jacques Chirac, who went to the airport to welcome some of the refugees in person.

The Asian refugees who arrived in France officially under the resettlement programme were 

first assisted by the French Red Cross, who entered them on its central register and steered 

them towards transit centres managed by France Terre d'Asile, where they received a health 

check-up and the first administrative steps were initiated. After spending a week or two in these 

centres, the refugees could choose an individual housing arrangement, placement at a temporary 

housing centre (CPH) or a specialized solution for special situations (sick or handicapped persons, 

unaccompanied elderly refugees). From the "Indochina Operation", a national reception scheme 

was to emerge, for the processing of all refugees regardless of origin.
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The reception of refugees from Indochina has left its mark on the history of certain municipalities 

and neighbourhoods, such as the 13th district in Paris. The 13th district today is commonly known 

as the Asian quarter. The majority of people who left former French Indochina from 1975 were of 

Chinese origin, who had migrated generations previously to South-East Asia. That is why the 

13th district is often referred to as Paris's "Chinese quarter" or "Chinatown". But we should also 

remember that this Asian community also includes Vietnamese, Laotians and Cambodians.

The concentration of Asians in the "Choisy triangle" of the 13th district was due primarily to 

the neighbourhood having had a large volume of new vacant housing. Once the first families 

had arrived, they generally helped later arrivals to find accommodation in the same area.

The integration of Asian communities in the 13th district is characterized by the importance of 

ethnic entrepreneurial activity, of which the commercial visibility helped to create a Chinese 

quarter in Paris. Economic integration was often based on relationships of mutual trust within 

the communities. The 'tontine' system of intra-community interest-free loans enabled many 

merchants to launch or expand their shops without having to use the French banking system. 

Community associations also developed rapidly, with the objective in most cases of creating a link 

between the community and French society in order to facilitate social and economic integration. 

Community self-help was key to the successful settlement of Asians in that district of Paris. 

Refugees have certainly contributed to the economic and tourist development of the 13th district.

The reception of refugees from Indochina in many Western countries was one of the first examples 

of a large-scale resettlement operation. The history of these refugees has shown that an effort at 

international solidarity can result in an ambitious resettlement programme. In July 1979, the UN 

organized a conference in Geneva concerning refugees from Indochina. 65 countries took part. The aim 

of the conference was to find concrete responses to the refugee crisis, increasing efforts at resettlement 

in order to relieve the countries of first refuge and guarantee the refugees' rights. At the end of the 

conference, resettlement commitments worldwide increased from 125,000 to 260,0006.

The experience of the refugees from Indochina resettled in Western countries showed that resettlement 

was a durable solution that made it possible to offer real prospects of integration, and that it should be 

supported and developed. As was the case 40 years ago in Indochina, the United Nations has put in place 

a major resettlement programme for Syrian refugees, nearly 4 million of whom have fled their country 

since 2011, mainly seeking refuge in the neighbouring countries. During international conferences, 

several States undertook to receive a given number of Syrian refugees via a resettlement programme. 

6 Meeting on refugees and displaced persons in South-East Asia convened by the Secretary-General of the United Nations in Geneva on 20 and 
21 July 1979.
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A.	 The	framework	agreement

Before undertaking a permanent scheme to receive resettled refugees, France had implemented several ad 

hoc programmes. Thus, 12,700 Hungarians were received in 1956 and more than 100,000 refugees from 

South-East Asia were resettled between 1975 and 1984.

In 2008, the Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs committed France to receive resettled refugees via 

a permanent programme. This commitment was enshrined in Article 5 of the framework agreement for 

cooperation between the government of the French Republic and the United Nations High Commissioner for 

Refugees, signed on 4 February 20087:

"Article 5 — Refugee resettlement programme

5.1. Based on submissions which the UNHCR forwards to the Permanent Mission of France to the 

United Nations in Geneva, the French Republic examines the dossiers of refugees whose resettlement 

on the territory of France is envisaged.

5.2. Persons whose dossiers are submitted to the French authorities will have to fulfil the eligibility 

criteria for refugee status under the UNHCR's strict mandate and under French legislation.

5.3. In terms of strategic priorities set by the French Republic, UNHCR will submit 100 dossiers per 

year to the French authorities."

This very short article allows UNHCR to submit 100 dossiers per year to France. The Ministry of the Interior 

is then charged with selecting the persons to be resettled from among those 100 dossiers. Although the 

"strict mandate" of the UNHCR and French legislation are evoked, no specific selection criterion is defined. 

The agreement does not specify the procedure for resettlement, other than the fact that the selection will 

proceed via the UNHCR headquarters in Geneva. 

7 Framework agreement for cooperation between the French Republic and the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, 
4 February 2008.

II. RESETTLEMENT IN 
FRANCE SINCE 2008
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Thus, unlike many European countries, France does not conduct selection missions to countries of first refuge 

for purposes of resettlement via UNHCR. UNHCR prepares the dossiers, including essential information about 

family members (civil status, profiles, special needs) and carries out selection interviews. After selecting the 

families, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Development is responsible for issuing visas and 

other travel documents.

B.	 Implementation	from	2008	to	today:	from	selection	to	integration	in	
France

If the texts do not specify the terms and conditions for implementing the programme, all the stakeholders 

of the asylum system are in practice involved: the Ministry of the Interior, UNHCR, IOM, the French Office 

for immigration and integration (OFII), the French Office for protection of refugees and stateless persons 

(OFPRA) and organizations responsible for the reception of refugees resettled in France. Five organizations 

(France Terre d'Asile, Forum Réfugiés-Cosi, Entraide Pierre Valdo, Adoma and COS) offer around 200 spaces 

to house resettled refugees; these are located in Belfort, the Deux-Sèvres, Haut-Loire, Île-de-France, the 

Rhône and the Pyrénées-Atlantiques. 

Once the stages of the UNHCR's submission to the Ministry and of selection have been completed, IOM looks 

after the travel. This includes booking airline tickets to France as well as any transfers within France (usually 

by train) when the families land in Paris but are to be hosted elsewhere within the country. The Ministry 

of the Interior organizes the reception of families, in conjunction with OFII and local organizations that run 

resettlement programmes. OFII is responsible, specifically, for collecting information about households and 

forwarding them to the body handling reception. OFII recognizes that this task is made more complicated by 

the delay between the time when the dossier is accepted and the actual arrival of the family: the information 

available to OFII is often outdated and it is difficult to obtain up-to-date details.

Families arrive in France with a settlement visa D and are sent to one of five reception schemes managed by 

the operating organizations, which offer them accommodation or housing. 

Upon arrival, they have to deal with numerous administrative obligations. First, they have to report to the 

police station to obtain a receipt for a six-month "asylum certificate" which authorizes them to work. Within 

21 days of obtaining that document, they are required to lodge a request for asylum with OFPRA. They are 

assisted in preparing the request by lawyers and social workers from the organizations that provide their 

reception services.
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Once these steps have been completed, they are called to appear at OFII, like any foreigner wishing 

to settle in France. Before obtaining OFPRA status, they sign a Reception and integration contract 

(abbreviated CAI in French)8 and as a result have access to the services of OFII: civics training, 

information about life in France and skills assessment. After evaluation by OFII, adults are referred 

to training centres where they enrol in mandatory courses in French as a second language (FLE).

At the same time, the families receive assistance with the steps to take for:

• opening a bank account

• access to care: universal health insurance coverage (CMU), choice of general practitioner, referral to 

specialists as needed, etc.

• access to rights: active solidarity income (RSA), family benefits, housing assistance, etc.

• access to language courses and/or qualifications training, resumption of studies

• access to employment: assistance in drawing up a career plan, registration at an employment centre 

(Pôle emploi), information about the French labour market, etc.

• access to housing: moving-in assistance, help with finding housing, settling into the local 

neighbourhood, etc.

8 Since 1 January 2007, the signing of a Reception and integration contract (CAI) has been obligatory for all newcomers (with the exception of 
asylum seekers). Details about the CAI are available on the OFII website: www.ofii.fr.
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THE STAGES OF THE BENEFICIARIES' TRAJECTORY

Selection	by	UNHCR	of	people	eligible	for	resettlement	 
from	among	the	refugees	under	its	protection

Forwarding	dossiers	to	the	countries	involved	in	a	resettlement	programme/UNHCR	and	selection	by	the	States.

Service	providers	forward	their	availabilities	in	terms	of	accommodation	 
to	the	asylum	service	of	the	Ministry	of	the	Interior	and	to	OFII

Families	are	referred	by	the	asylum	service	and	OFII	to	the	providers	 
Visas	and	other	travel	documents	are	issued	by	the	Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs	

The	trip,	arrival	in	France	and	transfer	to	the	service	provider	are	handled	by	IOM	and	OFII

Reception	and	accommodation	for	6	to	18	months	depending	on	the	service	providers
- Accommodation or direct access to housing
- Payment of a special monthly benefit while awaiting the handling of their request for asylum and access to 
social rights. 

Trajectory	for	access	to	rights	

Procedure for priority asylum

• Obtaining an initial receipt confirming 
the lodging of a request for asylum and 
authorizing the asylum seeker to work.

• Filing a request for asylum and priority 
access to refugee status under the Geneva 
Convention, within a period of around three 
months, while awaiting the issuing of civil 
registration documents by OFPRA. 

• Signing of the Reception and integration 
contract (CAI) within a period of one month 
after obtaining the first receipt, and access 
to the services of OFII under the terms of the 
CAI. 

Trajectory	towards	autonomy

• Reception, contract and drawing up a 
personal autonomy plan.

• Assistance with administrative procedures 
in the areas of health care, opening a 
bank account, access to rights, to training 
(language/qualifications/resumption of 
studies, etc.), employment and housing.

• Implementation of projects in synergy 
with the provisions for common rights, 
using a range of internal and local services 
while also developing indispensable local 
partnerships for language and vocational 
training, access to employment and 
housing.

Permanent	residency	card

Acquiring	French	citizenship	by	naturalization

Exiting	the	scheme	
Follow-up	(in	certain	programmes)	afterwards
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France grants resettled refugees the same rights as it does to persons who arrive in France on their own and 

are recognized as refugees by the French authorities:

• Access to a resident's card and to the same rights as citizens (except for political rights)

• Access to social housing under the same conditions as citizens

• Signing of the Reception and integration contract

• Access to French citizenship after their status has been recognized, provided they assimilate into French 

society.

According to the Ministry of the Interior, 1034 people arrived in France between 2008 and 2014 under the 

permanent resettlement programme9. The people resettled are of a wide range of nationalities (more than 

20 nationalities are involved, including a majority of Ethiopians, Congolese (Democratic Republic of Congo), 

Somalians, Rwandans, Afghans, Russians and Palestinians). 

9 This figure does not include people who were received under humanitarian admission programmes, but it does include 123 Syrian refugees 
received in 2013 and 2014 under the ad hoc scheme set up for Syrian refugees, some of whom came under the aegis of the national resettlement 
programme (the others having been received under humanitarian admission).



Reflections	on	the	reception	and	assistance	to	a	single	mother:
the	testimony	of	A.

A.,	a	native	of	Rwanda	who	initially	fled	to	the	Democratic	Republic	of	Congo	and	then	
Congo	Brazzaville,	 filed	 a	 resettlement	 application	 in	 2005	 for	 herself	 and	her	 children	
because	she	did	not	feel	they	were	safe.	UNHCR	proposed	that	she	be	resettled	in	France.	
Although	 A.	 did	 not	 receive	 a	 positive	 response	 to	 her	 request	 for	 resettlement	 until	
January	2014,	after	a	nearly	10-year	wait,	her	arrival	in	France	thereafter	took	only	a	few	
months.

  After I was told I was going to France, I did not receive any precise information about France or 
what would happen once I got there. A staff member from UNHCR, an American, I think, told me: 
"that's it, France has agreed to admit you to its territory, and so get ready for the visa, the French 
embassy, etc." I went to the French embassy and I got the visa, and that was it. All I was told was that 
I would be arriving in Paris, that's what our airline ticket said, and that once there we would be taken 
care of, people would welcome us and help us with the next steps. At the airport, someone from IOM 
was waiting for us and gave us a train ticket for Lyon. We were surprised, since we had no idea where 
we were going.
We were a bit worried, since we didn't know. When you know where you are going, you can look it 
up on a map, prepare, but in this case we went off "like a bird in the sky". We also did not know that 
we were first going to a residence. In Paris we were told we were going to a "transit centre" and my 
children started asking a lot of questions to know what that was. They asked if we would have beds, 
a TV, a fridge, etc. What was shocking was that no one informed us in advance, although the various 
organizations seem to be working together.
Before leaving, we received information from other people who had gone through resettlement. They 
were able to tell us about their reception and accommodation. When we arrived, things were quite 
different from that information, and this worried us a bit, mainly because of the lack of information 
once we were there. If the organizations that manage reception knew which refugees were arriving 
and what their status was, that would help them prepare in an informed way. Preparation is important, 
especially when it comes to the children's schooling. Downtime is not good for the psychological 
condition of children.
We first stayed at the transit centre. I would have preferred if the steps for finding housing had been 
a bit faster and we had not had to start by staying at the transit centre. It's a bit like returning to a 
refugee camp, it's still a bit traumatic. I don't mind having to move house, but to have to live once 
again in a shared residence was difficult. This was all the more so because it was in a centre with 
asylum seekers, who did not understand why we were receiving a different form of support. There was 
jealousy.
After the transit centre, we were in rental accommodation with a social housing lease. The assistance 
with administrative procedures and transition was helpful and allowed us to get used to things and 
feel safe. Today I feel I am ready to deal with my bills, my budget and the administrative procedures 
on my own, even though there are still some worries, of course.
I would just have liked to receive better guidance in my job search and to be offered more activities in 
order to open up, meet people and get to know the city. Isolation can be difficult when we don't know 
anyone and have no job.
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Today, five organizations offer reception schemes for refugees resettled in France. Four are managed by 

associations: Forum Réfugiés-Cosi in the Rhône region, France Terre d'Asile in Île-de-France and in the Deux-

Sèvres, the COS in Pau (Pyrénées-Atlantiques) and Entraide Pierre Valdo in the Loire and Haute-Loire. A final 

scheme is managed by the semi-public company Adoma in Belfort (territory of Belfort). 

These schemes opened between 2010 (France Terre d'Asile) and 2013 (COS and Adoma) and by the end of 

2014 received a total of 477 resettled refugees. 

A.	 The	Reception,	integration	and	resettlement	(AIR)	programme	of	the		
Forum	Réfugiés-Cosi

Forum Réfugiés-Cosi has been running a resettlement programme since 2011. This Reception, integration and 

resettlement (AIR) programme provides for the reception of 12 new resettled families per year, representing 

a total of 35 to 40 people, depending on the family composition. Since the start of the programme, 45 families 

have been assisted, totalling 129 people.

The scheme favours direct access to housing upon arrival, under a sublet contract with a view to moving 

on to a social lease, in order to be able to start their integration programme as quickly as possible. The 

housing is rented out in advance through a partnership agreement with the Rhône region social housing 

providers and local authorities. They are fitted out based on information about the families received from 

the authorities. The families are housed in the Rhône region (Écully, Lyon, Rillieux-la-Pape, Saint-Fons, Saint-

Priest, Vaulx-en-Velin, Vénissieux, Villeurbanne). At the end of the assistance period under this programme, 

the lease is transferred to the families so that they can stay in the same home.

In case of urgency, resettled families can also be housed in accommodation centres (transit centres, temporary 

housing centres (CPH), centres for asylum seekers and refugee integration (CADA-IR)10). 

Resettled refugees receive 12 months of enhanced assistance to help them become familiar with their new 

situation. In addition to the request for asylum prepared by a lawyer from the association, a designated 

contact person assists each family in its administrative procedures: 

10 The CADA -Refugee integration (CADA-IR) was the subject of an agreement dated 24/11/2004 between Forum Réfugiés-Cosi and the 
Departmental Directorate for Health and Social Affairs (DDASS) intended to streamline the National reception scheme (DNA) by selecting those 
refugees in the CADA who are the most autonomous for housing and finding a job. The formula refers to Law No. 98-567 of 29 July 1998 against 
exclusion and Programme 104 "Integration and access to French citizenship".

III. RECEPTION SCHEMES FOR  
REFUGEES RESETTLED IN FRANCE
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regularization of their residency, access to social rights and benefits, assistance in understanding the 

accompanying obligations, assistance with obligations under the Reception and integration contract (CAI), 

children's schooling, etc. It also helps them with housing, getting to know their neighbourhood and their 

city. Finally, it works with them on their career plan and refers them to the necessary training and resource 

partners for access to employment. 

The AIR programme is funded by European funds (European Fund for Refugees and subsequently the Asylum, 

Migration and Integration Fund) and by the Ministry of the Interior. The programme exists partly thanks to 

a pooling of resources with, among others, the Accelair programme (which includes the CPH and the CADA-

IR).

 Number of families welcomed in 2013 and 2014 under the AIR scheme in the Rhône region:

• 2013: 12 families, 37 people (16 adults, 15 minor children, 6 adult children)

• 2014: 12 families, 31 people (14 adults, 17 children)

Profile	of	the	families	received	under	the	AIR	scheme	in	the	Rhône	region	in	2013	and	2014

Types of families received

• 5 couples with children
• 1 couple without children
• 9 single mothers with children
• 7 single men
• 2 single women

Nationality/origin of the persons 
received

Syrian, Burundian (2 families), Ethiopian (2 families), Eritrean (6 
families), Guinean, Sudanese, Somalian, Rwandan (3 families), 
Afghan (2 families), Nepalese, Pakistani (2 families) and Russian 
(2 families).

Countries of origin

Syria (3 families), Israel, Sri Lanka, China (2 families), Azerbaijan 
(2 families), Russia (2 families), Ukraine, Tunisia, Republic of 
Congo-Brazzaville, Democratic Republic of Congo (2 families), 
Ethiopia (4 families), Eritrea, Kenya, Somalia and Sudan

Level of French upon arrival
• No knowledge: 18 families
• Good knowledge: 2 families
• Very good knowledge: 4 families

Level/type of education upon arrival

• 16 adults with no diploma
• 1 adult maths teacher and 2 adult teachers
• 2 adults with nursing training (without validation)
• 6 adults with university level education (including two young 

adults)
• 5 adults whose educational background is not known
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Transit	centres	run	by	France	Terre	d'Asile	and	Forum	Réfugiés-Cosi

There are two transit centres in France: one in Créteil (94) run by France Terre d'Asile and one in the 

Lyon region (69) run by Forum Réfugiés-Cosi. The Créteil transit centre receives most of the resettled 

refugees upon their arrival in France, before they are referred to the various schemes. The transit 

centre in the Lyon region only receives those refugees being resettled in Lyon, in the event of urgent 

arrival, before they are directed to housing under the terms of the reception scheme managed by 

Forum Réfugiés-Cosi.

The Créteil transit centre offers 80 places in collective accommodation. The centre provides the 

people received there with information about life in France and their rights and obligations, and takes 

charge of directing them to more permanent housing. It also offers support to help families send their 

children to school, regularize their status in France and evaluate their medical needs. In 2014, the 

Créteil centre welcomed 76 resettled refugees and 391 people who arrived with an asylum seeker's 

visa. The resettled refugees may spend between one night and several weeks at the transit centre.

The transit centre run by Forum Réfugiés-Cosi offers 220 places spread across three sites in the Lyon 

region (Villeurbanne, Lyon 8th and Lyon 3rd). The people staying there receive legal and administrative 

assistance (access to residency, access to the asylum procedure) as well as social aid (access to rights, 

schooling) during their stay before being referred to other reception centres at the national level. 

The centre also handles exceptionally urgent cases (transit accommodation) and can receive resettled 

refugees on a temporary basis (13 such people were received in 2013 and 2014).

B.	 The	network	for	integrating	resettled	refugees	run	by	France	Terre			
d'Asile

Since January 2010, France Terre d'Asile has been managing the "Network for integrating resettled refugees" 

The project has a total of 79 places spread across 15 short-term units in shared housing: 51 places in 

10 units in Île-de-France (Alfortville, Bagneux, Pantin, Paris and Saint-Maur-des Fossés) and 28 places in five 

units in the Deux-Sèvres (Saint-Maixent-l'École). Between 2010 and 2014, 261 people (67 families) were 

accommodated. This is an integrated scheme combining temporary assistance for 18 months in short-term 

accommodation and specialized social assistance in filing a request for asylum and preparing a plan for 

becoming autonomous. 

The principal objective of the project is to help beneficiaries become autonomous, in particular by accessing their 

rights, training, employment and housing, and by gaining a better understanding of their new social and cultural 

environment as well as an awareness of their rights and obligations under their insertion and integration plan.  
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Beneficiaries are assisted in their trajectory and are referred to the various relevant partners, simultaneously 

with their asylum application and services to which all are entitled. The implementation of the project is 

handled by three regional steering units (Paris, Deux-Sèvres and Val-de-Marne) led by a national coordination 

team.

The "Resettled" network is funded by the European Union (European Refugee Fund and subsequently the 

Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund) and by the Ministry of the Interior.

Number of families welcomed in 2013 and 2014 by the "Resettled" network in Île-de-France:

• 2013: 4 families, 9 people (6 adults, 3 children)

• 2014: 13 families, 33 people (17 adults, 16 children)

Profile	of	families	received	by	the	"Resettled"	network	in	Île-de-France	in	2013	and	2014

Types of families received

• 4 couples with children
• 2 couples without children
• 4 single parents with children (3 women,  

1 man)
• 6 single men 
• 1 single woman

Nationality/origin of the persons received

Pakistani, Ivorian, Congolese (4 families), Kazakh, 
Ethiopian (3 families), Russian (Chechen), Eritrean, 
Somalian, Chadian, Rwandan and Afghan  
(2 families)

Countries of origin

Egypt, Morocco (2 families), Tunisia (2 families), 
Mauritania, Democratic Republic of Congo, Kenya, 
Madagascar, Nigeria, Somalia, Belarus, Ukraine  
(2 families), Iran, Cuba, Hong Kong

Level of French upon arrival

• No knowledge: 10 families 
• Weak knowledge: 1 family 
• Good knowledge: 2 families 
• Very good knowledge: 4 families

Level/type of education upon arrival

• 17 adults with no diploma 
• 1 adult with a sports coaching diploma
• 2 adults with a diploma in the hospitality 

industry
• 1 adult with a social work diploma
• 2 adults with university level education

Number of families welcomed in 2013 and 2014 by the "Resettled" network in the Deux-Sèvres:

• 2013: 4 families, 18 people (7 adults, 11 children)

• 2014: 4 families, 24 people (7 adults, 15 minor children, 2 adult children)
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Profile	of	families	received	by	the	"Resettled"	network	in	the	Deux-Sèvres	in	2013	and	2014

Types of families received
• 6 couples with children
• 2 single mothers with children 

Nationality/origin of the persons received
Palestinian, Sino-Palestinian, Afghan (2 families), 
Pakistani, Congolese, Ivorian and Somalian

Countries of origin
Morocco, Eritrea, Kenya, Russia, Lebanon, China  
(2 families) and Iran

Level of French upon arrival
• No knowledge: 5 families 
• Weak knowledge: 1 family 
• Good knowledge: 2 families 

Level/type of education upon arrival
• 10 adults with no diploma 
• 3 adults with university level education
• 1 top level athlete

Unaccompanied	foreign	minors	resettled	at	Caomida

Out of the hundred or so people who arrive each year under the resettlement programme, some are 

unaccompanied minors who are referred by OFFI to the Centre for reception and orientation of minor 

asylum seekers (Caomida) run by France Terre d'Asile in Boissy-Saint-Léger (94). Given the absence of a 

legal guardian, unaccompanied minors are given a particular form of assistance and are entrusted, until 

they reach the age of majority, to children's social services (ASE) in each département.

When they arrive, the children or young people are met at the airport by the director of the centre, 

and are then guided in the steps necessary for regularizing their status. The process also includes 

notifying the Public Prosecutor's office that they will be referred to the ASE and put through an 

additional procedure to determine that they are minors. Since the Circular of 31 May 2013 of the 

Minister of Justice on the national protection, assessment and orientation scheme for unaccompanied 

foreign minors, responsibility for the young people has been divided across the various départements. 

Resettled minors can therefore be entrusted to a département other than the Val-de-Marne and can be 

referred to another reception centre.

In 2014, the Caomida received four minors aged between 16 and 17 and originally from Afghanistan, 

the Democratic Republic of Congo and Ivory Coast, and resettled from Algeria, Morocco and Turkey. 
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C.	 The	resettlement	service	run	by	the	COS	in	Pau	(ISARD	COS	centre)

The COS association manages the ISARD COS centre in Pau (64), which offers 20 places to people arriving 

under the resettlement programme. Accommodation is offered in furnished accommodation in the city 

centre on a temporary basis until the families are able to move into their own housing. Accommodation is 

available for between 8 and 18 months. Places are provided for a maximum of four families and four single 

people, spread across eight apartments.

Between the time the centre opened in 2013 and the end of 2014, the COS received 41 people, comprising 

8 families and 9 single people.

The service assists families with administrative procedures (access to rights, civil registration, etc.) in their 

professional and social integration, in particular by means of training and assistance with looking for a job, 

as well as in their medical care and daily tasks. The service also offers help with learning French, moving 

towards autonomy and exiting the scheme.

The COS resettlement service is funded by the European Union (European Fund for Refugees and subsequently 

the Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund) and by the Ministry of the Interior.

The number of families welcomed in 2013 and 2014 under the COS resettlement service in Pau:

• 2013: 9 families, 22 people (13 adults, 9 minor children)

• 2014: 8 families, 19 people (10 adults, 8 minor children, 1 adult child)

Profile	of	the	families	received	by	the	COS	resettlement	service	in	Pau	in	2013	and	2014

Types of families received
• 6 couples with children
• 2 single mothers with children 
• 9 single men 

Nationality/origin of the persons received
Congolese (3 families), Ethiopian (5 families), 
Eritrean, Rwandan (3 families), Sudanese, Somalian, 
Tanzanian and Afghan (2 families)

Countries of origin
Russia (2 families), Ukraine, Iran, Egypt, Yemen, 
Democratic Republic of Congo (4 families), Ethiopia, 
Nigeria, Somalia (4 families) and Madagascar
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Level of French upon arrival

• No knowledge: 11 families 
• Weak knowledge: 1 family
• Good knowledge: 3 families 
• Very good knowledge: 2 families (mother 

tongue)

Level/type of education upon arrival

• 16 adults with no diploma 
• 1 adult with a nursing diploma
• 2 adults with university level education 
• 2 adults with qualifications as a carpenter
• 2 adults whose educational background is not 

known

D.	 The	Resettlement	for	international	protection	(REPI)	scheme	run	by	
Entraide	Pierre	Valdo

Since 201111, the association Entraide Pierre Valdo has been coordinating the Resettlement scheme for 

international protection (REPI) in the Loire and Haute-Loire. This resettlement scheme organizes reception 

and assistance for four to five families per year in apartments spread through the towns of Yssingeaux and 

its surroundings in Haute-Loire or in the département of the Loire. The resettled refugees are supported for 

a period of six months, renewable once. At the end of the scheme, the families are given the opportunity, if 

they wish, to take over the lease in their own name.

Since the scheme began in 2012 and the end of 2014, Entraide Pierre Valdo received 26 people, or six 

families.

The assistance offered by the REPI scheme takes several forms. Beneficiaries receive assistance with 

health care which consists of a medical check-up upon arrival, access to health insurance rights, help with 

understanding the French health care system and accompaniment to most of their medical appointments. 

They also receive administrative assistance to help resettled refugees put together their request for asylum, 

and social assistance to enable them to apply for their social rights and to understand the obligations 

associated with obtaining those rights. Children are given help with their schooling (registration, help with 

homework, French lessons, help to professionals with regard to understanding this target group) and adults 

can receive assistance with finding work and professional training, generally at the end of the support period, 

once the language barrier is no longer so great. Finally, assistance with exiting the scheme is provided to 

enable families to take over their lease and, if this should not be the case, to help them find a new apartment.

11 The agreement was signed at the end of 2011 and the first refugees were welcomed in 2012.
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The REPI scheme is funded by the département's Directorate for social cohesion and protection of the 

population, and by the European Union (Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund).

Number of families welcomed in 2013 and 2014 by REPI in the Loire and Haute-Loire:

• 2013: 2 families, 9 people (4 adults, 5 minor children)

• 2014: 2 families, 8 people (3 adults, 3 minor children, 2 adult children)12

Profile	of	families	received	by	the	REPI	run	by	Entraide	Pierre	Valdo	 
in	the	Loire	and	Haute-Loire	in	2013	and	2014

Types of families received
• 3 couples with children
• 1 single man 

Nationality/origin of the persons received Sudanese, Somalian and Afghan (2 families)

Countries of origin
Belarus (2 families), Lebanon, Eritrea 

Level of French upon arrival •  No knowledge: 4 families

Level/type of education upon arrival

• 6 adults with no diploma (including 2 young 
adults)

• 2 adults with university level education 
• 1 adult with qualifications as a mechanic

E.	 The	Adoma	resettlement	scheme	in	Belfort

The Adoma mixed economic company has been managing a resettlement scheme on the territory of Belfort 

in Franche-Comté since September 2013. The scheme is able to accommodate 20 people in four apartments 

spread out over the area. Accommodation is available for a period of 12 months. By the end of 2014, Adoma 

had organized reception and assistance for 20 people, or four families. 

Adoma offers social assistance to the beneficiaries: help with applying for their social rights, including health 

care and family benefits, assistance with schooling for children and language training to facilitate integration 

in France. Assistance with legal matters is also offered to help people prepare their request for asylum.

12 In 2014, the REPI received one family made up of a couple with five children, of whom two were adults, and an adult nephew. The family 
was distributed across three apartments (couple and under age children, the adult children and the nephew).
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The Adoma resettlement scheme is funded by the Ministry of the Interior and the accommodation is 

subsidized as temporary housing allocation. 

Number of families welcomed in 2013 and 2014 by Adoma in Belfort

• 2013: 1 family, 3 people (1 adult, 1 minor child, 1 adult child)

• 2014: 3 families, 17 people (3 adults, 11 minor children, 3 adult children)

Profile	of	families	received	by	the	Adoma	resettlement	scheme	in	Belfort	in	2013	and	2014

Types of families received
• 4 single mothers with minor and adult children

Nationality/origin of the persons received
Congolese, Ethiopian, Russian (Chechen) and 
Afghan

Countries of origin Azerbaijan, Iran, Somalia and Mozambique 

Level of French upon arrival
• No knowledge: 3 families 
• Weak knowledge: 1 family 

Level/type of education upon arrival

• 6 adults with no diploma (including 3 young 
adults)

• 1 adult with university level education
• 1 adult whose educational background is not 

known
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An	integration	trajectory:	the	testimony	of	Zukhra

   

  My father worked for the Uzbek government, but one day he decided he could no longer go on, that he 
did not want to take part in certain practices. So in 2006 he was obliged to seek refuge in Ukraine. However, 
it is very easy for the Uzbek authorities to reach him in Ukraine, and so the latter country could not offer 
him full security and protection. He had to live in hiding, without any prospects of integration. That is why 
he decided to submit an application to UNHCR to take part in its resettlement programme. His dossier was 
examined for nearly three years; he had expressed a preference for the United States, but ultimately UNHCR 
informed him that France would be able to accept him. He arrived in France in February 2009 as a political 
refugee. With my mother and my twin sister, we joined him in August 2009 under the family reunification 
programme. 
We first lived at the Centre for asylum seekers (CADA) in Créteil for 8 months. As soon as I arrived, I started 
learning French with the Assimil method in order to progress quickly. We were in a bizarre situation given 
that we already had refugee status while living in a CADA. The first months were quite difficult, we had 
many problems, but later things got better. 
France Terre d'Asile offered us a temporary housing centre in Pantin, where we spent a year and a half. 
The 'Resettled' network run by France Terre d'Asile helped us with all the various administrative and social 
procedures and we had regular meetings with them. We could have renewed our lease to stay in the 
apartment for longer, but we decided to look for another one. We were given help with the steps we had 
to take, but at the same time we were allowed to regain our autonomy, which to my mind is very positive. 
For our part, with my sister we were admitted to an art school and were able to receive grants from the 
Crous and even to take part in a university exchange with an art school in London. At the time when my 
French was not yet very good, art enabled me to express myself regarding the experience I was going 
through. By coming to France, we were able to pursue the studies my sister and I wished to do, in order to 
work in the field of our choice. In Uzbekistan, the status of women is different, they are more oppressed. 
For a woman, life is easier in France. Living in France is an enriching experience that has opened my mind.
For my parents it was harder, since they arrived at an older age and had a bit more difficulty learning 
the language, and they experienced greater social dislocation and a decline in social status. When one is 
60 years old it's not so easy to start all over when one has worked all one's life. But although it was painful 
for them, they are happy. We have been very fortunate with our integration in France. My father decided to 
do volunteer work with Chechen and Armenian asylum seekers, and my mother volunteers with Restos du 
Cœur. For both of them, they are motivated by the idea of giving back some of the help they have received 
in France, and it's also a good way to learn about life in France.      

13 Zukhra is one of the SHARE project's resettlement ambassadors. See http://resettlement.eu/page/introducing-zukhra-share-resettlement-
ambassador-france

Zukhra,	a	young	Uzbek	refugee	24	years	
of	age,	arrived	 in	France	 in	August	2009	
through	 family	 reunification	 to	 join	 her	
father,	 a	 refugee	 resettled	 in	 France	
under	 the	 resettlement	 programme	 of	
the	 United	 Nations	 High	 Commissioner	
for	Refugees	(UNHCR13). 

Photo Credit: Zukhra Sharipova
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A.	 The	reception	programme	for	Syrian	refugees

In October 2013, France undertook to receive 500 Syrian refugees during 2014 under a resettlement and 

urgent humanitarian admission programme from three selection centres, in Egypt, Jordan and Lebanon14.

The ad hoc programme was established so as not to impact the national reception scheme, which was 

already in great demand with people arriving on their own in France to claim asylum. The idea was therefore 

to facilitate direct access to accommodation and rapid access to social rights and benefits, so as to allow the 

families received to be financially independent.

1.	 Coordination	of	the	reception	of	resettled	Syrian	refugees
The programme is centred on a prefect appointed by the Ministry of the Interior, tasked with coordinating 

its implementation. The prefect's role is to supervise the organization of the arrival of the refugees, in 

conjunction with the host municipalities and the service providers that will be responsible for social and 

occupational assistance. This national coordination enables the active involvement of all actors likely to play 

a part in the integration of the refugees: local authorities, public institutions (CAF, CPAM, job centre), social 

housing providers, schools, health centres, etc.). At the same time, the prefect issued a call for applications 

to the municipalities via the Association of mayors of France15.

14 Le Monde, "La France s’engage à accueillir 500 réfugiés syriens", 16/10/2013.
15 The call is available on the website of the "Association des maires de France".

IV. RECEPTION 
PROGRAMME FOR SYRIAN 
REFUGEES
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Specific	coordination	measures	put	in	place	within	the	framework	of	 
the	reception	of	Syrians	and	Iraqis

In parallel with the reception programme for Syrian refugees, France admitted on an ad hoc basis, as 

entitled to asylum, Iraqi Christians threatened by ISIS (Daesh)16. In order to facilitate organizing the 

reception of the resettled Syrians and Iraqis, a prefect was appointed on 9 October 2014 to take charge 

of the coordination.

In a memo dated 19 January 2015 addressed to the prefects of the various regions and départements17, 

the prefect in charge of the coordination reminded the regional and local prefectures of the rights and 

procedures in order to guarantee rapid access to residency and social rights for the Syrian and Iraqi 

refugees received under these special operations.

The memo asks that contact persons be designated in the local branches of the CAF, the CPAM and 

the job centres that are likely to address this target group. The names of the families in question were 

passed on by OFII. Specific instructions were also passed on if the administrative situation of the refuges 

did not enable them to provide all the documentation necessary to facilitate access to social rights. The 

objective of this system was to speed up the procedures and enable them to access their social rights 

as soon as possible.

2.	 Selection	of	resettled	refugees
This programme combines two types of reception: that under the terms of the national resettlement 

programme, or that with specific arrangements under humanitarian admission (see below).

As part of this resettlement, in the same manner as with the permanent programme, the dossiers are 

submitted by UNHCR to the French authorities, who make a selection based on the criterion of vulnerability. 

The timelines are much shorter, however: the decision to receive a family is taken in one month on average, 

and the average time between selection and arrival in France is also one month.

16 Between 1 August and 31 December 2014, 1277 applications to enter France were accepted. Visa requests for asylum were handled by the 
consular authorities in Iraq. Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Development, Christians of Iraq – Communiqué by Laurent 
Fabius and Bernard Cazeneuve, 1 August 2014.

17 Ministry of the Interior, Memo to the prefects of the regions and of the départements, Reception of Syrian and Iraqi refugees ("Note à 
l’attention de Mesdames et Messieurs les préfets de région et les préfets de départements, Accueil de réfugiés syriens et irakiens"), 19 January 
2015.
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We can also see a major difference with the permanent programme when it comes to providing protection. 

The decision was made to simplify the procedure for treating requests for asylum for the Syrian programme 

in order to enable OFPRA to reach a decision quickly based solely on the UNHCR dossier. Protection officers 

went to the reception centres to meet the families after their arrival in order to issue a certificate of protection 

and identity documents as quickly as possible.

It should be noted that the use of places available in the permanent resettlement programme, rather than 

creating additional reception places for the Syrian refugees, in fact reduces the total number of places 

available for refugees from other countries who also need resettling.

Under the humanitarian admission programme, the selection procedure is much more innovative in France.

While a situation of vulnerability is the predominant criterion in selecting refuges, the State nevertheless 

added a further criterion – not cumulative – of "proximity", namely, people who have a particular link with 

France: business, cultural, family, linguistic, etc. After the first months of its implementation, however, the 

State revised its position given the difficulty for UNHCR to identify persons who fulfil that second criterion 

among those needing resettlement.

The role of OFPRA has been significantly strengthened in this regard. The refugees are thus selected within 

the framework of missions carried out in the countries of first refuge. The dossiers are submitted by UNHCR 

and the determination of the applicants' status is carried out directly on the spot. Three selection missions 

were held in 2014: 52 people were resettled from Egypt, 162 from Lebanon and 172 from Jordan.

In all, 498 people were selected to take part in the ad hoc reception programme for Syrian refugees in 2014, 

under either the humanitarian admission or the resettlement programme18. By 27 May 2015, 477 Syrians 

had arrived on French soil19. Considering the operation to be a success, the French Government undertook 

to renew the programme in 2015 for 500 new Syrian refugees20.

Under the special operation for the resettlement of Syrian refugees, the French government received in one 

year twice the number of people it had over two years under the permanent resettlement programme (477 

compared to 230). France thus showed its capacity to receive more than 100 families per year.

18 More than 500 people were identified but around ten of them ultimately withdrew.
19 Figure provided by the Asylum service of the Ministry of the Interior.
20 Ministry of the Interior, Speech by Bernard Cazeneuve on the occasion of the colloquium "The world through asylum", 23 June 2014.
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A	selection	mission

A representative of OFPRA and the prefect responsible for coordination first hold an exploratory 

mission during which they meet French diplomatic staff, the national authorities of the country and 

international organizations (UNHCR and IOM in particular). The aim is to introduce the reception 

programme to them and prepare for the selection mission. The delegation may visit the refugee camps 

and discuss with the various stakeholders the selection criteria it wishes to apply and the number of 

dossiers they will be able to examine during the selection period.

The selection mission as such will take place at a later time. interviews are held with the families 

referred by UNHCR based on the criteria of vulnerability and potentially of a link with France.

In some cases, the mayors of the host municipalities also conducted missions. They were able to 

introduce their municipality to the refugees, and at the same time prepare the host community thanks 

to information garnered in the field.

  

3.	 Reception	and	integration
A specific reception scheme was put in place for this ad hoc programme. In practice, reception is organized 

as follows:

• The service providers chosen to receive the Syrian refugees identify available accommodation in the 

areas where they are to be settled.

• The prefecture of the region or the département calls a meeting with the public and private asylum 

stakeholders and the municipalities concerned, to organize the arrival.

• Upon arrival, the service providers that were identified receive the families and settle them in housing 

by means of sublets with a view to their taking over the social lease in due course. The refugees receive 

help with applying for their social rights and are given social assistance for one year.
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B.	 Reception	by	asylum	service	providers

Agreements were signed at the end of 2013 with three providers: Adoma, the Dordogne support association 

(ASD) and Coallia. These agreements specify the conditions for reception directly into housing, without 

geographical limitation, as well as the assistance provided in applying for their social rights. They also offer 

financial guarantees to the three institutions to help them set up the reception programme.

These reception programmes are organized using sublets with a view to transferring the social lease to the 

families: the service providers pay the rent and offer the refugees a monthly allowance until the families 

receive their first social assistance payments. This allows for direct access to housing by the families who 

arrive.

In each host municipality, a social worker is designated full time to assisting these families. In order for the 

assistance to be effective, the social worker is given a great deal of support by the local teams working with 

other asylum seekers and refugees, and can draw on the partnerships developed by the structure in the host 

area.

The families receive help with administrative matters and overall social assistance:

• Access to rights: the procedures for obtaining residency cards, solidarity income (RSA), sickness insurance 

(CMU), family benefits

• Health: supplementary sickness insurance cover (CMU-C), more or less urgent medical care

• Schooling: schooling of children, contact with the organizations competent for testing students' level

• Integration: signing of the Reception and integration contract (CAI), registration with the job centre (Pôle 

emploi), skills assessment.

A first evaluation shows that it is very important to manage the expectations and concerns of resettled 

refugees, who are sometimes disappointed by what awaits them upon arrival in France. The question of 

the information provided in advance to refugees and service providers is also an aspect that was raised 

by the centres. These elements are also evoked by the resettlement service providers for the permanent 

programme.

The main difficulty, as mentioned by Adoma, has to do with access to medical care. Many families arrive with 

serious medical conditions and/or handicaps among both adults and children. Medical care thus represents 

an urgent need on the part of the families. However, depending on the area where they are received, the 

time until the supplementary universal sickness insurance cover is provided is often long, which means 

that the families have to turn to the health care access help desk (Pass). Moreover, the requirements laid 

down by certain primary medical insurance offices (CPAM) have extended the time it takes to process CMU 

applications: for example, in Le Havre, families were required in some places to provide a certificate by the 

general practitioner.
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Service providers also mentioned that in certain areas, preparatory and follow-up meetings organized under 

the aegis of the prefectures (meetings with the prefecture's services, representatives of local institutions, 

service providers, etc.) facilitated the reception and assistance, in particular in administrative matters.

Example	of	mobilization	of	local	authorities:	reception	of	Syrians	in	the	Dordogne

The first selection mission conducted by France for Syrian refugees took place in Egypt starting in 

February 2014: OFPRA, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Development, as well as the 

Ministry of the Interior, were alerted by the French consulate in Alexandria of the situation of Syrians 

whose boats had capsized after trying to cross the Mediterranean to reach Europe and had been 

detained since then by the Egyptian authorities in terrible conditions.

In Alexandria, the French selection mission offered 52 Syrian refugees the possibility of resettlement, 

based on the criterion of vulnerability. Two villages in the Dordogne, in the Aquitaine region, responded 

to a call by Prefect Richard Didier21 to receive five Syrian families, that is, 25 people, starting in May 

2014. There were a range of motives behind the offer made by these two villages of around 1300 

inhabitants: first, the desire to offer humanitarian assistance and to welcome families in need; next, 

the opportunity to support a school population under strain; and finally, the availability of housing of 

appropriate size for the families in the villages.

Reception and integration of Syrians in the Dordogne was coordinated by the sub-prefecture of 

Nontron and the département's Directorate for social cohesion and protection of the population. 

The advance preparation for arrival mobilized numerous actors: the Conseil général, the prefecture, the 

Community of municipalities, the regional health agency, the family benefit office, Dordogne Habitat 

(the public housing office in the Dordogne), the job centre (Pôle emploi), the Bordeaux academy 

and the Dordogne support association (ASD). The Nontron sub-prefecture designated the ASD as the 

principal service provider for assisting the Syrian refugees with the various procedures. 

The families selected arrived in France on 21 May 2014 accompanied by the mayor of Jumilhac-le-

Grand, who had gone to meet them in Cairo. After a welcoming ceremony with OFPRA at Charles-

de-Gaulle airport in Paris, they were once again welcomed with a ceremony in the Dordogne, 

this time in the presence of the local population, before settling into their new homes, which had 

been equipped and furnished in advance by the ASD thanks to the generosity of the inhabitants. 

21 The call is available on the website of the "Association des maires de France".
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Their arrival was facilitated by the assistance of two Syrians who were living in the region, one of whom 

regularly served as an interpreter.

The long preparatory work enabled the children to return to school the day after their arrival. For 

their part, the adults received daily assistance from the ASD to help them apply for their social rights, 

fulfil their administrative obligations and look for a job. In June, the Syrians signed their Reception and 

integration contract (CAI)  with OFII, after which they were able to take part in civics training and a 

session on life in France. They showed a great desire for integration and overall the outcome of their 

reception is very satisfactory, according to the city administration of Juilhac-le-Grand, despite obvious 

difficulties to do with the language, finding a job and cultural barriers.

The adults received language training in a summer course in 2014 and by the beginning of 2015 were all 

actively looking for jobs. They now have cars, enabling them to have a degree of mobility and gradually 

they are covering their costs, such as the rent, which was paid by the ASD in the first few months.

Out of the 50 or so people selected in Egypt, the Dordogne received five families with children. The 

other refugees, among whom were certain people with serious medical conditions, were received in 

Isère given the proximity of appropriate health care centres. So far, the assessment of the reception 

and integration of Syrians in the two villages in the Dordogne has been very positive, according to the 

testimonies of the municipalities, the ASD and the refugees themselves.

Testimony of Annick MAURUSSANE, assistant to the Mayor of Jumilhac-le-Grand22

"The reception was made possible under the terms of this specific programme. The status of 

the refugees was arranged in advance, the funds set aside and the partners approached by the 

authorities to ensure the success of this enterprise. Even with the best intentions, a village of our 

size would have had a great deal of difficulty launching such an initiative without all this support 

and the pre-established framework. I was present on the first day we began the reflection process, 

and was quite perplexed as to how the next steps would unfold. As soon as we found out that our 

application had been selected, we had to rise to the challenge and succeed at all costs, first for the 

sake of these families and children in distress, and to prove that integration in a rural setting is 

possible and may also represent an opportunity. Their relief upon arrival, their reaction and their 

smiles today, the children who are thriving, are all the proof we need to know that we had to do it."

The various institutions that took part in receiving the Syrian refugees under the special programme 

expressed several strengths as well as some weaknesses in the scheme put in place. A general evaluation 

of the programme appears to be necessary in order to shed light on all these aspects and use the lessons 

learned to good effect in other special programmes, as well as for the permanent resettlement programme.

22 After the previous mayor, Yves Congé, who had been in office during the reception of the Syrians, left office, Ms Maurussane was elected 
mayor of Jumilhac on 8 April 2015.
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France has been receiving refugees under the annual resettlement programme or special operations 

programme since 2008. This is a major commitment that deserves to be emphasized, in particular in a 

country that has a long tradition of welcoming refugees, and to be reinforced at a time when the number of 

displaced people is on the rise and when new crises are emerging alongside long-standing ones, such as in 

Syria (South Sudan, Yemen, etc.). In 2013, 86% of refugees were in a developing country23. As well as offering 

a durable solution to those persons, resettlement is also a tool of international solidarity with countries 

under serious pressure that are not in a position to offer future prospects to the refugees.

Since 2008, France has received more than 1000 people under the resettlement programme, 230 of whom 

were in 2013 and 2014. To this are added the persons welcomed under the ad hoc reception programme 

for Syrian refugees, namely, 498 people selected in 2014 (including 123 people under the permanent 

resettlement programme). 

Many families received in 2013 and 2014 told the organizations of their relief at being in France and having 

regained a sense of security. While France's commitment is to be praised, the implementation of the French 

resettlement programme has nevertheless encountered numerous difficulties, some of which have directly 

impacted the daily lives of the refugees. Some of these are inherent to any work with human beings who 

have experienced a great deal of suffering. This is what makes for the richness and the challenge of such a 

mission. The majority of the difficulties are, however, avoidable insofar as they result from dysfunctionalities, 

a lack of coordination or inadequate knowledge of the schemes and of the target groups on the part of the 

public service providers and the administrations concerned. These difficulties have a significant impact on 

the integration of the resettled refugees, especially given their trajectory, which was often very long and 

hard, sometimes with years spent waiting in camps, and their particular vulnerability.

23 UNHCR, Global Facts and Figures, January 2015.

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE  

FRENCH RESETTLEMENT PROGRAMME: 

ANALYSIS AND WORK AREAS
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Nevertheless, many pathways for improvement are possible. In this regard, the programme for the reception 

of Syrian refugees has shown that it is possible to resolve certain types of difficulties or to get around some 

of these obstacles. This scheme can therefore be a helpful aid to reflection in order to identify the means of 

increasing the efficiency of the national resettlement programme put in place by France with UNHCR. 

The analysis and recommendations presented below are based on the experience garnered by our 

organizations in receiving resettled refugees as well as on the results of a questionnaire completed by the 

five French organizations operating the national resettlement programme, which focused on the profile of 

the families they received, the reception conditions for these families, access to international protection, 

access to a Reception and integration contract, access to rights, family reunification, exit from the scheme 

and the trajectory of the refugees.

A.	 Preparing	and	organizing	refugee	reception

The phase prior to the arrival on site determines to a large extent the quality of the first reception of refugees 

in France. The organizations that receive resettled persons have observed this to be the case where the 

refugees are able to enter the scheme they are assigned to in the first weeks after arrival, and are hosted 

by organizations that understand the needs of refugees, are able to reassure and inform them and address 

their expectations and aspirations in order to forge a bond of trust that will help them become autonomous.

1.	 Selection	of	beneficiaries	of	the	resettlement	programme
The selection process of beneficiaries of the French resettlement programme is typically quite lengthy. 

France selects the beneficiaries exclusively on the basis of dossiers forwarded by the UNHCR field offices 

to the French authorities via the UNHCR head office in Geneva. The large number of interlocutors, and the 

inevitable communications to-ing and fro-ing between them concerning the families extends the decision 

time.

This lengthy period is harmful to the refugees, who wait for a response in the country of first refuge, but 

also for the organizations that host them once they are in France and who often receive information that is 

obsolete and/or incorrect because it is out of date.

In terms of identifying the refugees to be resettled, the current resettlement programme is based on 

individual identification and reception. In a different context, linked to the identification of refugees who 

have been living in exile in a third country for only a relatively short time, the reception programme for Syrian 

refugees has demonstrated the added value of the participation of OFPRA in selecting the refugees, who 

were received in groups, in particular during selection missions in the country of first refuge. The OFPRA staff 

have special expertise in conducting interviews as well as in determining the fears and needs of refugees. 

Organizing selection missions in the country of first refuge is not possible, however, except in the context of 

receiving groups (the cost of organizing individual selection missions would be too onerous).
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Moreover, it would be interesting to explore in further detail the development of group reception, analysing 

the changes to the current system that such programmes would require. A feasibility and impact study (in 

particular as regards capacity for reception, the speeding up and streamlining of the scheme and of refugee 

integration) of the reception of groups should be carried out in consultation with all the stakeholders, and 

in particular with the organizations managing the reception schemes, the terms and conditions of which will 

inevitably need to be adapted.

The time between the identification of the beneficiaries of the resettlement programme should be 

reduced, notably by optimizing the selection process.

The French authorities should explore and examine the possibility of developing the reception of 

groups in parallel with that of individuals.

For purposes of reception of groups, OFPRA's involvement, starting with the selection process, would 

help speed up and facilitate the procedure both before and after their arrival in France.

2.	 Pre-departure	information	for	refugees
The reception providers share the view that the refugees who arrive in their schemes have often not been 

given prior information on the conditions and the location where they will be received or on their rights and 

obligations in France. Even when they did receive some information, it was very limited. The study carried 

out among the service providers has shown that many refugees were not informed of where they would 

ultimately be resettled, nor of the conditions for their accommodation. Families who transited through 

Paris or Lyon were disappointed that they could not stay in those cities, while some were surprised to find 

themselves in shared housing. Some of them felt lost and isolated on arriving in a rural area, and in one case 

a woman had not been informed that she would be travelling without her husband and would only join him 

once in France.

Referral to the various reception schemes also posed problems in certain individual cases, with the persons 

in question later being transferred to other schemes. Thus an Eritrean man was sent to Pau, although he 

was part of a group whose other members were all sent to Lyon. He was later transferred to Lyon. Another 

family had been referred to Lyon although their son was living in Strasbourg, and therefore they left the Lyon 

scheme after one day in order to move to Strasbourg.

An information booklet was issued by the International Organisation for Migration (IOM) and Forum Réfugiés-

Cosi in 2009 and an updated edition was initiated by the Ministry of the Interior in 2013, in particular in order 

to include a brief presentation of each reception scheme. However, it seems that the booklet was only rarely 

distributed to the families before departure, although it can serve as an important first source of information 

to prepare those being resettled for their arrival in France.
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The booklet does not offer a complete response to the need for information, as it is translated into only 

certain languages, whereas the refugees selected by France represent a wide range of nationalities. Nor is it 

adapted to the needs of everyone, particularly for those with low or no literacy. It should be supplemented 

by other types of information material, such as videos, as well as by information sessions for refugees before 

their departure when being received as groups. The production of video materials by OFII – in collaboration 

with the organizations receiving the resettled refugees and people who have themselves experienced 

resettlement in France – could reach out to a wider audience and communicate information more effectively.

The French authorities could also draw on existing measures for preparing people for integration before their 

departure under family reunification. Moreover, the draft law on the rights of foreigners in France presented 

to the Council of Ministers in July 2014 provides for "information about life in France that is available in the 

country of origin". The government also wishes to make available to migrants "a distance-based language 

learning scheme [...] in order to enable those who wish to do so to improve their command of French or 

to begin learning the language". If Parliament adopts the law, this provision could be of great advantage to 

refugees who are waiting to be resettled in France.

The lack of advance information has a direct impact on the reception and on the work to be done by the 

host organizations. During the first few months, refugees need to be informed and the sometimes unrealistic 

hopes they may have developed during the wait between selection and arrival in France have to be managed.

In line with the proposed updating of the information booklet, it could be transformed into a handbook 

that can be used both before departure and in the initial period after arrival in France. 

Complementary methods for informing the resettled refugees, using videos or information sessions 

both before and after arrival, ought to be envisaged.

3.	 Sending	information	to	reception	organizations	for	resettled	refugees
The reception of a refugee needs preparation, all the more so since resettlement is offered primarily to the 

most vulnerable people. It is important for the receiving institutions to have some advance information 

about the families, in particular regarding their specific needs that may arise due to a physical handicap, 

for example, or due to ongoing and/or urgent medical needs. This information is indispensable in order to 

be able to anticipate certain steps to be taken, to help prepare the reception and ensure a better quality 

reception overall.
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Yet that information provided today is still too sparse and late, in particular as regards the specific needs of 

the refugees. The time it takes for the information to be passed on to the receiving organizations varies, in 

practice, from a few days to several months, with an average of 25 days before arrival. 

The survey of organizations responsible for reception has indicated, in particular, that the information 

provided is for the most part limited to the civil status of the refugees (name, age, gender), the composition 

of the family, and their date of arrival (in France and at the reception site). Other information is either 

not available, or gets lost or diluted through a chain of interlocutors including UNHCR, the Ministry of the 

Interior, IOM, OFII and, at the end of the line, the receiving institutions. This concerns medical information 

in particular, which can only lead to problems upon arrival. For example, one organization had not been 

informed in advance that one of the people being received was a diabetic, and this led to the person needing 

medical care and urgent hospitalization upon arrival. A pregnancy that was almost full term had not been 

indicated either, although this required particular types of medical follow-up. Some receiving organizations 

also emphasized that the information received often turned out to be incorrect. For example, in the case of 

one family, the age of the couple's children turned out to be wrong.

This information could have been obtained by the service providers either if they had had the possibility 

of contacting IOM directly, since it tests people's ability to travel before departure, or by receiving clear 

instructions from OFII's doctors in sufficient time, while respecting doctor-patient confidentiality.

 

As well as making it possible to adapt reception services to the needs of the refuges, supplying information 

to those who provide assistance to refugees in sufficient time would allow them to begin the procedures 

for applying for social rights and to provide suitable accommodation in France in light of the situation and 

characteristics of the refugees and the places available.

Supplying information to the service providers about the families' profile and needs, especially medical 

ones, should be improved in order to guarantee an appropriate reception.

4.	 Time	to	departure	for	France
We have observed that some families have waited for many years to be resettled, even after they had been 

informed of France's decision to receive them. This is the case in particular for large families, for whom it 

is difficult to find an appropriate reception centre. This waiting period, which can last as long as four years, 

risks creating great disappointment among the families. They are given plenty of time to imagine what 

their life would be like in France. Yet their expectations often exceeds what is realistic, leading inevitably to 

disappointments that will be difficult to manage by the reception bodies.
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Moreover, some families are received in France more than four or five months after their arrival is announced 

to the reception providers, creating difficulties in organizing their reception and housing. These delays are 

due to the time it takes for exit permits to be issued by the countries of first refuge and for visas to be 

processed by the French consulates. An accelerated visa issuing procedure could be envisaged with the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Development, in order to facilitate departure after the selection 

phase for families being resettled, and to speed up their arrival in France.

A joint reflection ought to be carried out among the institutions and service providers in order to 

develop reception mechanisms that allow for greater flexibility for accommodation or housing that is 

suited to the families waiting for resettlement.

Measures such as accelerated visas for France ought to be considered in order to reduce the time to 

departure of the families selected to come to France.

B.	 Favouring	rapid	and	appropriate	access	to	autonomy

Beyond the specific needs relating to their living conditions in the country of first refuge, refugees resettled 

in France also face an accelerated pace of integration as compared to "spontaneous" refugees who have 

had more time to become familiar and acclimatized to French society and the French language while waiting 

for a decision on their request for asylum – even though that waiting period gives rise to other types of 

anxieties. For resettled refugees, assistance with gaining autonomy should be provided without delay, but 

the administrative pace is not the same in all parts of France.

1.	 Reception	conditions	and	assistance	to	resettled	refugees
The reception conditions for refugees arriving under the French resettlement programme have improved 

considerably since 2008. Housing instability and a succession of temporary housing (transit centres, reception 

centres for asylum seekers and more or less permanent housing solutions) that used to be the norm was a 

source of stress for refugees, for whom housing became the chief preoccupation. 

Since that time, the creation of dedicated schemes has made it possible to offer individual and suitable 

assistance that helps refugees gain autonomy in better conditions.

Today the majority of resettled refugees are welcomed upon arrival at the Créteil transit centre, managed by 

France Terre d'Asile. Their stay at the centre generally lasts a few days, but in some cases families have spent 

around a month there. Those who do not pass through the transit centre are, but for a few exceptions, sent 

directly to the reception schemes. They are assisted by the reception organizations for a period of between 6 

and 18 months. Around 200 places, spread across some 40 points of accommodation, are currently available 

throughout France.
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In most of the schemes, when families exit they are referred to social housing – sometimes via a transferable 

social lease – or to private accommodation, depending on the availability and rent prices of the local housing 

stock.

A number of resettled families have expressed their frustration and disappointment at initially having to 

live in shared accommodation or not being able to move immediately into their own home. Some schemes 

(AIR run by Forum Réfugiés-Cosi, the REPI of Entraide Pierre Valdo) offer access to autonomous housing 

immediately upon arrival in the integration programme: thanks to a transferable social lease, people are 

able to stay in the home that was offered to them upon their arrival; this contributes to their stability and 

facilitates integration.

Some people who have been resettled in small or medium-sized municipalities are sometimes dissatisfied 

due to a sense of isolation, in particular if there is no one from their country of origin in the area. Reception 

far from the major urban centres does facilitate access to housing and helps maintain a territorial balance. 

Yet this distribution across the country should not take place at the expense of the persons received, and it is 

essential to take into consideration the needs and profiles of the refugees, as well as the services available, 

in particular medical care and interpreters (see previous section on the importance of providing families with 

information before their arrival).

In addition to a geographically diversified reception, it is also important to ensure diversity in the types of 

housing available, depending on profiles and needs, either by passing through temporary shared housing to 

enable people who are not yet autonomous to become familiar with their new environment and enjoy added 

support during a transitional period, or on the contrary favouring direct access to independent housing 

(individual or flat-share).

Assistance to refugees may be intensive, especially during the first weeks in France, and the duration of 

this support is limited. The existing schemes should be supported and reinforced, including by means 

of collaboration among different service providers and initiatives such as the use of volunteers or the 

establishment of mentorship programmes between refugees and local residents.

The organization of the reception of resettled refugees, while remaining diversified geographically and 

in terms of the type of housing offered, should take into account the needs and profiles of the refugees 

in order to ensure that they receive appropriate assistance, monitoring and integration services.

Initiatives for support, such as mentorship schemes, should be developed further and facilitated.
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2.	 Regularizing	one's	status	and	obtaining	international	protection	in	France 
The refugees received in France under the resettlement programme have to lodge an asylum claim, 

upon arrival, with OFPRA in the same way as asylum seekers who have arrived in France on their own. 

This procedure, which generally takes between three and six months, is difficult for resettled refugees to 

understand and leads to a general sense of disillusionment and disappointment among many of them. The 

resettled refugees have already received international protection before their arrival in France and had to 

apply for resettlement; they don't understand why they have to make a third request for asylum, given 

that this process is often long and painful, requiring them retell the account of their reasons for seeking 

protection many years after the fact.

Moreover, the process leads to delay in starting their integration trajectory. OFPRA, which has undertaken 

to process dossiers in a maximum of three months, is making great efforts to issue its decision as quickly as 

possible. But once the decision has been announced, the refugees still have to wait several months before 

receiving their civil registration papers. Long-stay visas which the resettled refugees hold allow them in 

theory to apply for their social rights, but the absence of civil registration papers is an obstacle in practice 

when it comes to accessing medical care, social rights and enrolment of their children in school, as explained 

in greater detail below.

For the families received under the resettlement programme in 2013 and 2014, OFPRA handed down its 

decision in an average of three months, but differences among families can range from ten days to more 

than eight months. This difference is hard to explain in light of the nationalities of the families received 

in 2013-2014. A Chechen family had to wait eight months for a response (after consulting UNHCR) and a 

Syrian family 140 days. Applications by families of the same nationality can also be subject to very different 

handling periods: two Somalian families received a decision after 10 and 79 days respectively, and two 

Eritrean families after one month and a week in one case, as opposed to five months in the other.

As regards the average period for issuing a residency card once international protection has been recognized, 

this can take almost 4 months, varying from 20 days to more than a year depending on the families and the 

regions. 

In order to prevent resettled refugees having to restate their request for protection and face the insecurity of 

waiting for the handling of a new request for asylum even though they have already had their refugee status 

granted under the strict mandate of UNHCR, recognized under French law, a true procedure for transfer of 

protection could be put in place. 

More suitable to the situation of resettled refugees, a transfer of protection procedure would be easier to 

understand and shorter than a request for asylum, and would thus facilitate the first months of integration.
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In cases of individual reception, the procedure at OFPRA could thus be limited to the administrative aspects 

of the dossier, without the individuals having to reformulate a request for asylum.

In a slightly different context, linked to the arrival of groups and more recent fears of persecution, the reception 

programme for Syrian refugees has shown that a different system is possible (in which the determination 

of refugee status takes place before arrival), on condition that the role of OFPRA in the selection phase of 

families in France is revisited. The involvement of OFPRA ahead of the arrival of families is crucial in order 

to speed up the granting of protection and to anticipate the issuing of civil registration papers, since the 

present delays put a brake on the integration trajectory of the resettled refugees (see above, selection of 

beneficiaries).

A true transfer of protection procedure should be put in place for resettled refugees, instead of the 

traditional asylum process. 

Alternatively, the involvement of OFPRA in the selection phase would make it possible to speed up 

the granting of protection and the issuing of civil registration papers.

3.	 Harmonization	of	and	speeding	up	of	access	to	rights
Resettled refugees also face the divergence of practices across France, depending on the region and the 

service providers, when it comes to accessing their rights, all the more so since this is a target group that 

is not well known to common law services and social institutions. In legal terms, the long-stay visas which 

resettled refugees hold allow them to access various benefits, but this possibility is often omitted or not 

known to the services in question. Resettled refugees in fact are given a "hybrid" receipt24 that is different 

from the one held by beneficiaries of international protection.

For families resettled in 2013 and 2014, the average time until obtaining the universal sickness insurance 

coverage (CMU) was a month and a half, with great disparity between families, some of them receiving it 

after a few days and others having to wait eight or nine months. The disparities are also striking between 

different regions, with social rights of families resettled in Belfort having been granted after around a week, 

while in Pau, Les Deux-Sèvres, the Loire and the Haute-Loire it took an average of one month, a month and 

a half in the Lyon area and five months in Île-de-France. For access to solidarity income (RSA), the average 

waiting period was two months, ranging from one week to eight months. 

It should be noted that some families are not eligible (adults under 25) and others arrived at the scheme 

already receiving the RSA. The territorial disparities observed for access to health insurance are not as 

obvious as for access to the RSA. 

24 The receipt issued to people resettled in France bears the words "for asylum" as it does for asylum seekers, but authorizes the holders to work 
and receive social benefits as is the case also for beneficiaries of international protection.
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Finally, access to the job centre (Pôle emploi) took an average of three months and a half. It has also been 

mentioned that the job centre refused to register certain refugees because of their lack of command of the 

French language or because they do not have a receipt for admission to residency for asylum, despite the 

fact that they have the right to work.

Some providers also stressed the difficulties as regards proving their children's relationship to them when 

applying for social benefits (CAF, CPAM, RSA), since social service providers require the children's birth 

certificates, which it can take quite a long time for OFPRA to issue. One provider also mentioned that the 

inability to justify the absence of a spouse (death certificate, divorce papers, abandonment) also posed 

problems in the case of single parent families.

Signing the Reception and integration contract (CAI) took place on average within four months after the 

refugees' arrival in their schemes, with the waiting period varying from one month to a year. OFII has 

undertaken to have the CAIs signed by resettled refugees within a period of one month, without waiting for 

the recognition of international protection by OFPRA. However, this commitment has not been made in an 

equal manner across all regions. There are considerable disparities between regions and families, and the 

periods can also be very different within one and the same family, due often to the health problems of the 

person concerned or the absence of child care solutions. Where language training is required, the persons 

in question generally have to wait for a month after signing the contract to be able to start classes, i.e. more 

than five months after their arrival. A large number of resettled refugees choose to supplement the training 

offered by OFII with classes offered by volunteers, associations, or in the context of occupational training, 

thus demonstrating the inadequacy of the training proposed under the CAI.

Moreover, the offer of linguistic training often comes late and is insufficient. While the time before being 

assisted by the reception organizations is limited and resettled refugees' processes are accelerated compared 

to those of other refugees, it is important that they also receive more intensive French classes from their first 

months in France and that the courses are adapted to their learning profile (literacy, level of prior education, 

etc.). This is an essential factor in their professional and social integration in France.

In a memo dated 19 January 2015 addressed to the prefects of the various regions and départements, the 

prefect in charge of the coordination of reception for Syrian and Iraqi refugees reminded the prefectures, the 

universal sickness insurance  providers and the family benefit office of the rights and procedures in order to 

harmonize their practices25. It also called for greater speed and goodwill in granting access to their rights as 

well as for the designation of contact persons at the CAF and CPAM. 

25 Ministry of the Interior, Memo to the prefects of the regions and of the départements, Reception of Syrian and Iraqi refugees ("Note à 
l’attention de Mesdames et Messieurs les préfets de région et les préfets de départements, Accueil de réfugiés syriens et irakiens"), 19 January 
2015.
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These instructions should apply without distinction to all refugees in France, including resettled refugees.

The report thus noted that the time for access to rights was highly variable from one family to the next and from 

one area to the next, whether this be for issuing a residency card, health care coverage or solidarity income.

In order to increase the public's awareness of the resettled refugees and their particular status, the 

information provided to the staff of social service providers and local administrations needs to be 

improved and perhaps a guide specifically for their use ought to be developed.

The good practices and recommendations put in place for the reception of Syrian refugees should be 

applied for all refugees, including those from a resettlement programme. Access to rights should be 

facilitated and anticipated in order to avoid major delays.

The integration measures, including the signing of the Reception and integration contract (CAI) and 

access to language training should be initiated very quickly, given the short period during which 

resettled refugees are given assistance.

4.	 Evaluation	of	the	resettlement	programme
The framework agreement between France and UNHCR was signed in February 2008. However, we note that 

no evaluation of this programme has been conducted by the authorities to date.

Despite this, several reports and surveys have made it possible to bring to light the strengths and weaknesses 

of the resettlement programme and to make recommendations for improvement26. This report is thus 

also intended to propose a shared evaluation among the organizations handling the reception of resettled 

refugees. Annual summaries sent by the five organizations are also tools to be used beyond merely the 

verification of the responsible management of funding.

While some recommendations have been listened to and applied by the French Government, such as 

those regarding the reception of families outside of the national reception schemes, a more systematic 

and complete evaluation is necessary. Such an evaluation should consider all aspects and stages of the 

programme, from the selection of families in the first country of refuge to their exit from the scheme as part 

of an integration programme in France. For this reason, the evaluation should be conducted by the authority 

responsible for resettlement, and should involve all the actors concerned as well as the refugees. The results 

of such an evaluation should lead to improvements to the programme in place.

26 Forum Réfugiés, Rapport annuel hors-série Réinstallation, 2009; France Terre d’Asile, "Quel avenir pour les réfugiés irakiens en France? " 
Cahier du social no. 25, February 2010; France Terre d’Asile, "La réinstallation des réfugiés: bonnes pratiques et propositions pour favoriser 
l’intégration", Cahier du social no. 27, January 2011; France Terre d’Asile, "Le bilan contrasté du programme de réinstallation français", Lettre de 
l’Observatoire de l’asile et des réfugiés de France terre d’asile no. 48, October 2011; France Terre d’Asile, Étude biennale. The achievements of 
the European project "Network for the Integration of Resettled Refugees", 2012.
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Moreover, a qualitative study, complementary to a longitudinal survey of the integration of newcomers 

(Elipa)27 could be carried out without the need for major expenditure. The conclusions of these evaluations 

could be of benefit not only to the improvement of the resettlement programme, but also to all refugees. In 

this way, resettlement could once again play the role it did in France during the 1970s in putting in place the 

refugee reception system in France.

A systematic and full evaluation of the resettlement programme, involving all stakeholders and persons 

concerned by resettlement, should be carried out by the Ministry of the Interior.

C.	 Strengthening	the	management	of	resettlement	in	France

Resettlement is a tool for the protection of refugees that requires understanding of the stakes from the 

global to the local level. Despite the small contingent, the French resettlement programme suffers from 

a lack of coordination at national level that would make it possible to offer overall solutions rather than 

working on a case by case basis.

1.	 National	management	of	resettlement
The implementation of the resettlement programme is the responsibility of the ministry in charge of asylum in 

conjunction with its operator, OFII, and with UNHCR, IOM and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The organizations 

responsible for assisting the refugees intervene at the end of the process of transfer to France, without being 

systematically in touch among each other or with the above-mentioned bodies. The lack of information 

provided to the local service providers in advance of the arrival of families is the direct result of this lack of 

coordination or contact.

The national stakeholders in the resettlement process have not had a joint meeting since February 2013.  

A working group on resettlement presided by the asylum service of the Ministry of the Interior and UNHCR 

was set up, however, and served as a space for sincere and constructive exchange. The organizations assisting 

resettled refugees have been able to meet in 2014 thanks to the support of the European Resettlement Network 

and the SHARE II project, to exchange experiences on the target groups, practices and tools used. While these 

meetings had a positive effect in terms of support and coherent action and should be supported beyond the 

existence of European projects, they cannot replace coordination organized by the public authorities. The 

reception programme for Syrian refugees showed, however, the positive effects of national management on 

coordination of the various stakeholders and finding solutions to obstacles, and also showed the impact that 

strong leadership on this question can have for mobilizing the necessary resources to receive resettled refugees.

The Ministry of the Interior should promote collaboration and coordination among those involved in 

providing resettlement services, notably by means of national management and regular meetings.

27 Ministry of the Interior, Longitudinal survey on the integration of newcomers (ELIPA), 2010-2013.
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2.	 Involvement	of	local	stakeholders	in	the	reception	and	integration	of	resettled		 	
 refugees
Since reception and integration takes place first of all at the local level, it is important for local service 

providers – public services, departmental and municipal authorities, job and training bodies, schools and 

rectors' offices, banks, etc. – to play an active role in receiving resettled refugees.

Considering their number and dispersal across the country, the visibility of resettled refugees among the 

migrant population is virtually nil. Refugees, including those who have been resettled, represent less than 1% 

of the public assisted by OFII. One could easily conclude that they are but a drop in the ocean of beneficiaries 

of services offered by other local providers. Moreover, resettled refugees hold a "hybrid" receipt, between 

that of a request for asylum and of settlement in the country28. This leads local providers to have to navigate 

between the different types of status and the associated rights, as the marginality of this target group is not 

conducive to training of the staff involved.

At each arrival, social workers who assist the resettled families lose valuable time in the labyrinth of 

administrative procedures explaining the resettlement programme and in explaining the status of the 

resettled families, in such a way that the absence of certain types of documentary evidence should not 

prevent their access to their rights.

The coordination committees set up by the prefect tasked with the reception programme for Syrian refugees 

made it possible to identify more easily the needs of the refugees and to respond to them more effectively. 

As some of the providers have also mentioned, these had a beneficial effect on all activities relating to 

asylum. Certainly the Syrian refugees benefited from a visibility that the other resettled refugees did not have 

given that their arrival was spread over time and geographical region. The fact that reception for the Syrian 

refugees was organized in groups also facilitated the coordination and mobilization of the various service 

providers. However, individual arrivals take place regularly, and thus better coordination of all providers, not 

just that for the reception of groups, should be put in place.

The involvement of municipalities in welcoming Syrian refugees also showed the importance of the role 

these can play. It was in fact under their impetus that the reception of the refugees selected by OFPRA was 

possible and successful, since their active engagement made it possible to mobilize all actors behind a joint 

leader.

28 The receipt issued to people resettled in France bears the words "for asylum" as it does for asylum seekers, but authorizes the holders to work 
and receive social benefits as is the case also for beneficiaries of international protection. .
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The information from various local providers on the specificities of resettlement and the situation of 

resettled refugees should be improved by means of training or by designating contact persons in the 

various public services concerned.

Better coordination of all the stakeholders involved in resettlement should be put in place. Municipalities 

could play the role of leader in local action, in order to coordinate the involvement of the various 

providers.

3.	 The	participation	of	France	in	European	and	international	exchanges	concerning			
	 resettlement
Besides financial incentives of the Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund (AMIF) of the European Union, 

practical cooperation in the area of resettlement is being promoted by the European authorities. They make 

it possible to pool skills and resources, particularly during selection missions and information sessions, and 

to exchange good practices in reception and integration. France should take an active part in this practical 

cooperation inasmuch as it is intended to strengthen the effectiveness of national resettlement programmes. 

Similarly, annual tripartite consultations on resettlement, organized by UNHCR in Geneva, bring together 

with UNHCR the various national authorities and non-governmental organizations in all the resettlement 

countries. These are opportunities for information about resettlement needs and for exchange and 

cooperation between the representatives of resettlement countries. France should enhance its participation 

in these consultations.

The French authorities should enhance their participation and support that of various French 

organizations involved in the sector in European and international exchanges on the topic of 

resettlement.
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